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Greek to Me carries this subtitle: "Learning New Testament Greek through Memory 
Visualization." Potentially one suspects that if this helpful visualization is indeed success
ful the brain will be aided in performing memorization skills, thus helping to bring prob
lem-solving skills to the fore when they are needed. The authors concentrate on teaching 
NT Greek while incorporating the following didactic points. A system of visual memory 
aids in the form of humorous, penetrating illustrations (by P. A. Miller) take a familiar con
cept in everyday life and relate it to an unfamiliar grammatical concept. These memory 
aids sometimes introduce the student to characters like Norbert Nominative, Professor 
Oddity and Liquid Lemonary. The illustrations endeavor to make a mental imprint and 
convey grammatical meaning that will be more easily recalled by the brain than the image 
provided by rote methods. A system of known substitute words like "sub-junk in the oasis," 
with an appropriate illustration, attempts to form a link to the unknown word (subjunctive 
and long vowel endings -6, -es, -e in this case). These illustrations and substitute words 
may roughly parallel the use of lecture demonstrations in the teaching of scientific subjects 
where it is widely believed that the eye is often the shortest route to the brain. 

To those of us not used to this scheme, which is here always neatly coupled with good 
and clear grammatical instruction, the system of memory aids could be off-putting. This 
would not be so, however, to the blank slate. In fact I strongly suspect that interest and 
motivation would be provoked in private study by this technique. Other positive features 
not found in standard texts are the consistent effort in vocabularies to always draw atten
tion to English derivatives from Greek bases, the enrichment exercises with a spiritual 
touch (like 2 Tim 3:16 set to music), reading lessons taken from Justin Martyr and Mart. 
Pol., and a focus on words with high NT frequency. 

While not designed, I suppose, to completely replace Machen or Wenham, for example, 
the quality text by the Storys has a significant advantage in stimulation of vital mental 
processes. It can also be as easily adapted for complementary use with the indispensable 
Zerwick-Grosvenor. Overall it rates high marks in its own category and enters into a much
needed area. It would now be interesting to be able to see statistical data from controlled 
experiments with Greek to Me versus another text on set exams with equal ability groups, if 
proof is needed for its use in theological curricula and to help in preparing the next such ef
fort. 

Paul Elbert 
132 Holgate Dr., Luton, Bedfordshire LU4 OXD 

A Complete Categorized Greek-English New Testament Vocabulary. By David Holly. 
Grand Rapids: Baker, 1978, pp. xi + 129, $6.95 paper. 

In a day when various aids for the student of NT Greek appear regularly on the market, 
one may well greet the appearance of another with a certain degree of reserve. In fact, how
ever, Holly's book brings together material from several different sources into one conveni
ent handbook, and therefore it has a certain usefulness. 

The book is divided into four parts. In Part One, all words occurring ten times or more 
are classified according to their types-that is, all words like arche, -es (feminine first 
declension) are grouped together, all words like harpax, -agos (guttural stem, masculine 
third declension) are grouped together, and so forth. Adjectives, verbs and prepositions are 
all variously grouped. Holly normally provides the frequency of occurrence according to his 
own count (following Moulton and Geden) and according to Concordance de .laBible 
Nouveau · Testament. 

In Part Two, Holly provides a list of words occurring fewer than ten times, arranged 
alphabetically according to descending frequency. In other words this section begins where 
Metzger's Lexical Aids leaves off, except that it gives a little more information in terms of 
classification and a little less in terms of mnemonic helps. In Part Three, Holly offers an 
alphabetical listing. of proper names and proper adjectives. 

The final and longest section of the book provides several different things: a general 
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alphabetical index of all words with their respective classifications and frequencies; critical 
notes concerning the frequencies; a list of words in Moulton and Geden but not in Nestle
Aland (unfortunately not the latest edition); a grammatical index of all words under their 
proper classifications (nouns, indeclinable nouns, Hebrew words, and so forth), complete 
with frequencies; a list of orthographic and accentual differences between Bauer-Amdt
Gingrich (unfortunately not the latest edition) and Moulton and Geden; and a complete list 
of the words occurring only in one book of the NT. 

Holly's work has been handwritten but is legible without difficulty. This has obviously 
been a labor of love, and errors are surprisingly infrequent. 

D.A.C. 

The New King James Bible New Testament. Nashville: Nelson, 1979, VI + 407 pp., $7.95. 

The publication of the KJV of the Bible in 1611 was a momentous event in the history of 
the translation of the English Bible. Erasmus, by publishing his Greek NT in 1516, had laid 
the foundation for the translation of the NT in the languages of western Europe, and begin
ning with William Tyndale (1526) a golden age of the translation of the Bible into English 
was inaugurated. In rapid succession Coverdale's Bible (1535), Matthew's Bible (1537), The 
Great Bible (1539), The Geneva Bible (1560) and The Bishop's Bible (1568) appeared. The 
climax of this intense activity of Bible translation came with the publication in 1611 of the 
KJV. No one could have predicted its phenomenal success. For over 300 years it ruled 
supreme among English translations, having successfully fended off numerous would-be 
challengers. 

During the last fifty years, however, the challenges have come thick and fast and have 
become more than the venerable KJV could handle, with the result that its position and 
prestige have been seriously eroded. Especially among young Christians, to whom its an
tique language is unintelligible and its literary style goes unappreciated, the KJV has in
creasingly fallen out of favor. For this large segment of the Christian Church the KJV has 
been replaced by the TEV, NEB, NIV or some other modem translation. 

But there still exists a considerable segment of the Bible-reading public to whom the 
KJV is alone the Word of God. It is to this group that the NKJB will appeal. 

The translators and editors of the NKJB have tried to preserve certain qualities of the 
KJV-"its worshipful form," its "lyrical quality" and its "accuracy"-while at the same 
time ridding it of its antiquated language. Another feature is its attempt to preserve the 
thought flow of the original. The order of words, phrases and clauses is seldom changed so 
that one can listen without difficulty to the public reading of either edition while following 
in the other. Also, the pronouns "thee," "thou" and "ye" are replaced by the simple "you" 
and "your," and "yours" replaces "thy" and "thine." All pronouns referring to God are 
capitalized. The verb suffixes "-eth" and "-est" have been entirely eliminated. 

Several features of the format of the NKJB are worth noting: (1) Paragraph headings 
are used to identify subject matter. However, each verse is printed as a separate unit (as in 
the KJV)-a feature that militates against reading the Bible in thought or subject units. 
(2) OT quotations are printed in oblique typeface for easy identification. (3) Footnotes give 
the chapter and verse references of the OT quotes found in the text~ The footnotes are num
bered in the sequence in which they occur in anyone book of the NT with the numbering 
beginning again with another book. Thus it is very difficult to move from the footnote to the 
verse in which the OT quote occurs. Why such a numbering scheme was adopted it is diffi
cult to know. In addition to the footnotes to indicate sources of OT quotes, I found in my 
edition of the NKJB NT five other footnotes. At John 12:5 where the phrase "for three 
hundred denarii" is found, a footnote explains: "about one year's wages for a worker." The 
word "denarius" also occurs in Rev 6:6, and a footnote explains: "approximately one day's 
wage for a worker." But the word also occurs in Matt 18:28; 20:2,9,10,13; 22:19; Mark 6:37; 
12:15; 14:5; Luke 7:41; 10:35; 20:24; John 6:7. No note occurs at any of these passages. 
Why? If a need existed for an explanation at John 12:5, then surely one was needed at Mark 
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